Genetic crosses between mutants defective in the known pre-early genes of T5 and BF23 and the detection of putative N-terminal fragments have allowed the determination of the order of genes along the initially transferred 8% section of DNA of these phages.
Bacteriophages T5 and BF23 are closely related coliphages. Both have virtually identical gross morphology, both require calcium ions for growth, and both are arrested in their development in cells carrying colicinogenic factor lb (Col Ib+ cells) (17, 19) . They readily undergo phenotypic mixing, substitution of gene products, and genetic recombination, and their genetic maps are colinear (7, 16 ; G. C. Anderson and D. J. McCorquodale, manuscript in preparation). The DNA of phage T5+ is a doublestranded molecule with five constant interruptions (nicks) in the phosphodiester backbone that are located at specific, genetically determined points along one of its strands. These nicks delineate 4, 4, 10, 12, 35 , and 35% sections of DNA in that order from one end of the molecule (1, 3, 4) . The T5 DNA molecule is also terminally repetitious to the extent of 9% of its length (18) . H. Bujard (personal communication) has observed that the thermal melting profiles of T5 and BF23 DNA are virtually identical, an indication that the base sequence of BF23 DNA is similar, but not necessarily identical, to that of T5. Phages T5 and BF23 both inject their DNA into host cells in a two-step process (9, 12, 14 , D. J. McCorquodale and M. R. Stallcup, unpublished data). An initial 8% section is transferred first, and when proteins coded by genes in this section are synthesized, the remaining 92% of the phage DNA is transferred (10, 11) . The initial 8% section of DNA of each phage contains the genetic information for its pre-early proteins (13, 15, 16 Table 1 . We present here data that define the relative location of these pre-early genes on their respective chromosomes.
To determine the genetic order of these preearly genes, homologous and heterologous twofactor crosses were performed. The resulting genetic maps of the initial 8% section of both phages is shown in Fig. 1 . The order of the known pre-early genes is A1-A2-A3 for T5, and P1-P3 for BF23. We assume that these pre-early genes are linearly arranged along the DNA of both phages, and that their linear genetic maps ( Fig. 1 ; see also reference 11) are not generated as a result of their location within the redundant region of their DNA (18) . The orientation of these pre-early genes along the physical genome of each phage can be unequivocally deduced if we know (i) the polarity of the two strands in the phage DNA, (ii) the direction of transcription of at least one of the pre-early genes, and (iii) the sense strand for this preearly gene.
The most recent physical model for T5 DNA (4) is shown in Fig. 2 where the polarity of the strands is taken from reference 18. The direction of transcription of gene P1 of amA29, and these polypeptides have lower molecular weights than polypeptides la-1 or la-i'. It has previously been reported (2) that the polypeptide product of T5 gene Al appears as a single band after extraction from cells of E. coli F, and, therefore, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that polypeptide la-1 is the product of gene P1, and that polypeptide la-i' is a hostmodified form of the product of gene P1. From the data in Fig. 3 , we conclude that polypeptide la-lam is a N-terminal amber fragment of the product of gene P1, and that polypeptide lalam' is a host-modified form of this N-terminal amber fragment. Since we cannot detect any N-terminal amber fragment of the product of gene P1 in cells infected with amA29, we assume that it is too small to be detected in our gels. We conclude, therefore, that the direction , and with two amber mutants (amM57 and amA29) both mutated in gene P1 of BF23, but at different sites. The autoradiogram labeled "U" is from uninfected, unirradiated cells, and the one labeled "UF' is from uninfected, UV-irradiated cells. All infections were done using UV-irradiated cells. The procedure for the radioactive labeling of the pre-early proteins has been described (13) . Proteins were dissociated into their subunits by treatment with 1% 2-mercaptoethanol and 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate. Electrophoresis was performed by the method of Laemmli (8) and autoradiograms were prepared by the method of Fairbanks, Levinthal, and Reeder (5).
of transcription of BF23 gene P1 is from its promoter toward site A29 followed by site M57. This direction is away from gene P3.
We now need only to determine the sense strand for gene P1 of BF23 in order to arrange the two pre-early genes of BF23 on its DNA, and, on the basis of the colinearity of the genetic maps of BF23 and T5 (Fig. 1) , to arrange the three pre-early genes of T5 on its DNA. Hendrickson and Bujard (6) Fig. 2 . This arrangement is the reverse of that given by Hendrickson and Bujard (6) . Their order would be correct only if the interrupted strand were the sense strand for gene Al of T5 (and, by analogy, for gene P1 of BF23).
